
VT2716HSVredo High Speed

Efficient and universal



Roadside mowing is important for the quality of the public 

environment. This poses a major challenge for you. Long 

distance transportation of materials and removal of mown 

grass is time-consuming and expensive. But that was before 

you discovered the VT2716 − the trac that Vredo has equipped 

with mowing equipment and an optional suction unit. 
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The VT2716, every 
summer a big plus



The maximum speed of this mower (80 km/h) allows access 

to all mowing locations, even alongside motorways. Due to 

its high loading capacity and manoeuvrability, the VT2716 is 

capable of carrying out a tremendous amount of work without 

extra mileage. That’s a big plus every summer.
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Equip your Vredo with a crane and no load will be out of reach. 

We supply a 60 ton/metre crane as standard. Substantial 

lifting capacity in combination with manoeuvrability is at your 

disposal. Do you only require the crane for specific projects? 

Then simply uncouple it, just like the trailer. Your VT2716 is 

ready to take on other work.
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No load is
out of reach



The VT 2716 has a true multifunctional application. A capacity 

of 275 horsepower is at your disposal. This is ideal for 

propelling a wood chipper via the optional mechanically driven 

PTO shaft. With so much power, nothing remains of trees and 

branches with a diameter of 30 centimetres but perfect wood 

chips. The wood chips are caught in a large container (also 

available in a tipper version) and transported via the most 

efficient route.

Pulverizing 
horsepower
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No load is
out of reach
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When snow and ice make roads unsafe, you turn out with 

heavy material. The VT2716 has completed its summer tasks 

and can now be equipped with a snowplough and/or salt 

spreader. This multifunctional vehicle will give you the power 

to tackle safety hazards. 

The snowplough is not the only piece of equipment that you 

can hitch up. Vredo can equip the VT 2716 with various DIN 

mounting plates. A front power lift with a mechanically driven 

PTO shaft is also an option.

Exactly what you need 
for icy situations 



The VT 2716 assists you in the maintenance of public space and 

with numerous other tasks. The enormous manoeuvrability, high 

speed, high power and large capacity of this Vredo will bring 

you excellent results. Every season. Mowing, snow removal, 

salt spreading, wood chipping, lifting: with this multifunctional 

vehicle, everything is possible. You have 275 horsepower at 

your disposal. Thanks to the standard DIN universal mounting 

plates, you can hang any piece of equipment on the VT2716. 

Sitting comfortably in your cabin, with a good view of the working 

surroundings, you are capable of optimum performance. Vredo 

makes a professional of every driver.
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On the road to
a higher performance, 
every season.

Exactly what you need 
for icy situations 



VT2716Vredo High Speed VT2716HS
dieselMotor        John Deere 6068HT485 205 kW 
  (275 pk/hp/PS)
 
transMission  Steered axles, each driven by a 
  Hydro-engine, ABS and airsuspension

speed   Stepless, without manual change gear from 
0-80 km/h (depending on the tyres)

options   Mechanical Power Take Off (275 hp) and 
linkage at front and back, diversity of 

  DIN-plates

technical  16.000 kg on frame
load capacity  

hydraulic  2x160 liter (at 280 bar)=165 kW,   
perforMance  possibility to extend to 280 kW
  
Measures   6,77x2,4x3,55 mtr. (LengthxWidthxHight) 
  with standard tyres 750/60/R30.5

turning circle   10,80 meter (outside circle) 
  with tyres 850/50 R30.5
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